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'by Caesar, De Hello Ciuili ii. 24, 2 should be
rejected as not likely. Constans, which
Klotz approves, will not commend itself to
a trained ear, or rather will be pronounced
perfectly impossible.

(4) In the disputed passage V. iii. 169-71

Baianaque mittunt
Litora qua mediis alte permixtus anhelat
Ignis aquis et operta domos incendia seruant

Klotz explains domos seruant of the sub-
terranean fires which do not destroy the
houses by not breaking out. This view is
Gronov's (Diatrib. i. p. 360) 'neque enim

incendia proprie seruant domus, aut faciunt
ut illae illaesae maneant; sed inter incendia
continua domus illaesae manent et seruantur;
ideo incendiis ascribit Poeta quod existit una
et conjunctum est cum incendiis, nimirum
durationem et conseruationem aedium.'
Against this I allege the use of domum
seruare, limen sertcare, in Vergil (Aen. vii.
52, vi. 402) for keeping close to the house or
threshold : so in Statius the subterranean
fires each keep close to their assigned home,
i.e. in the buildings built over to utilize and
protect them.

ROBINSON ELLIS.

THE REVENUE LAWS OF PTOLEMY PHILADELPHIA.

Revenue Laws of Ptolemy Philadelphus.
Edited from a Greek Papyrus in the
Bodleian Library, with a translation,
commentary, and appendices by B. P.
GRENFELL, M.A., and an introduction by
the Rev. J. P. MAHAPPY, D.D., Oxford,
at the Clarendon Press, 1896. With
Portfolio (13 plates). 31s. 6d. net.

IN recent years countless Papyri have found
their way from the Fayoum to the Museums
of Europe but as yet nothing has been
announced comparable in historical interest
to this great document which now rests
secure among the treasures of the Bodleian
Library. The Revenue Papyrus, as Mr.
Grenfell has named it, although, as Prof.
Mahaffy remarks, the tax-farming or Telonic
Papyrus would be a more exact designation,
consists of two parts. The first, containing
columns ,1—72, was bought by Prof. Petrie
from a dealer in Cairo in the winter of
1893-4. I t is a roll dated in several places
' in the 27th year' of Philadelphus
i.e. 259/8 B.C.; the length is 44 feet, the
height cannot be so precisely determined
since the papyrus has been broken near the
top, but it varied from 9 | to 13 inches.
When purchased, the whole roll was in a
most delicate and brittle condition, and only
those who have seen it can properly appre-
ciate the dexterity and patience shown by
Prof. Petrie in separating the folds and
mounting the detached fragments. The
outer parts have been long exposed to wear
and tear, so that the first 15 columns are a
hopeless wreck; more writing is preserved
as the heart of the roll is reached, but even

here every column shows a gap varying
from 8 to 2 lines. The second part, em-
bracing columns 73—107, is a collection of
fragments acquired by Mr. Grenfell at
Cairo and in the Fayoum during the winter
of 1894-5. They are terribly mutilated,
hardly a single sentence remaining complete,
and reconstruction is impossible, but in-
ternal evidence indicates that they came
from a sister roll, which originally measured
not less than 15 feet in length, and was
probably once wrapped round the first roll.

The despatch with which this important
discovery has been placed before the world
cannot be commended too highly. Let us
hope that the French scholars who have
excavated Delphi will imitate this English
example rather than the precedent of their
compatriots who worked at Delos. Mr.
Grenfell did not see the papyrus until June
1894; he was obliged to suspend his work
during the winter of 1894-5 while absent
in Egypt, and yet by the autumn of 1895
he succeeded in completing a transcription,
translation, commentary and appendices.
But this volume of 250 pages produced with
such speed is not disfigured by carelessness
or superficiality. The editor has done
everything that can be done to lay a solid
foundation. He has consulted with the two
foremost European specialists on Ptolemaic
papyri, Prof. G. Lumbroso of Rome, and
Prof. U. Wilcken of Berlin, and has en-
joyed the constant help and criticism of
Prof. Mahaffy, who has examined with him
all the problems of reading and interpre-
tation, revised the whole work, and contri-
buted a general introduction of lv. pp.
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The result is an edition which promises to
remain princeps in order of importance as
well as of time. The text is a model of
philological accuracy. The reader may feel
confident that every peculiarity of the
original is faithfully reproduced. The
papyrus is for the most part written in
large clear hands—Mr. Grenfell distin-
guishes 12, examples of which can be
studied in the excellent facsimiles produced
by the photographers of the Clarendon
Press—but in many places owing to stains
or injury to the surface no small patience
and skill is needed to decipher the writing.
In the transcript uncertain words or letters
are marked by dots, and wherever these
signals of doubt are not appended, the
editor's decision may, I believe, be taken as
final. Moreover, the document contains
erasures and corrections of various kinds,
and large additions, which in two cases take
the form of notes on the verso with a direc-
tion !£o> Spa at the point in the text to
which they belong. For interpretation it
is of some importance to distinguish changes
made by the seribe from the alterations
introduced by the reviser, and Mr. Grenfell
has made the way easy for the student by
using for the latter a different type.
Further, the roll is riddled by holes and
fractures. No pains have been spared to
fix by accurate measurements the extent of
the lacunae and the places of the broken
fragments, and I am prepared to accept
without reserve the warning to critics in the
preface that no emendation is admissible
that does not take account of the number of
dots between the square brackets used to
denote gaps. But the evidence of parallel
passages either in this papyrus or in other
papyri of the same period and dealing with
the same subjects has been applied by the
editor and his coadjutors with such acute-
ness and prudence that in the field of
conjecture but scanty gleanings are left for
those who come after. Here and there a
happy guess may hit on a word or phrase to
fit a gap, but it is not likely that any very
valuable or extensive supplements will be
discovered until fresh material for compari-
son is brought to light. I fear from some
remarks at the close of the third Appendix
(p. 240) that the remainder of the Petrie
collection which Mr. Grenfell hopes to
publish in the course of the next few years
will not contribute much to the elucidation
of the Revenue Papyrus, though there still
seems hope of getting some hints from the
papyrus mummy cases found by Mr.
Grenfell at Gurob in the spring of 1895.

The translation and commentary are
executed with the same care and thorough-
ness as the text. Indeed the notes form a
substantial addition to our knowledge of
the Egypt of the early Ptolemies, for
Mr. Grenfell has not only assembled illus-
trative matter from the published papyri of
various collections, but has been permitted
by the liberality of the author to draw upon
the materials of the Corpus of Greek
Ostraca and the Corpus of Ptolemaic
Papyri, which are being prepared by Prof.
Wilcken. Although much still remains
uncertain and obscure and the interpreter
stands too often on fragile hypotheses, the
time may come, as Prof. Mahaffy antici-
pates, when the labour and ingenuity of
scholars will succeed in reconstructing a
connected and trustworthy account of the
entire financial system of the Ptolemaic
Exchequer. The first Appendix is a new
and corrected text of a document similar in
character to the Revenue Papyrus, viz.
Papyrus 62 of the Louvre collection (Notices
et Extraits des Manuscrits, xviii. ii. 1866),
which Mr. Grenfell re-examined in September
1894, at the suggestion of Prof. Lumbroso.
The second brings together from the Petrie
Papyri some unpublished fragments on cog-
nate subjects. In the third, which is
almost a treatise by itself, Mr. Grenfell
boldly attacks the central problem of
Ptolemaic Numismatics, the relation of
silver to copper. I am not competent, had
I the space, to examine the particulars of
the solution proposed, for the coinage'of the
Ptolemies is a labyrinth I have never
explored. A careful reader, who can appre-
ciate what constitutes proof and refutation
will perceive that Mr. GrenfelPs vigorous
reasoning has swept away much rubbish;
and authorities such as Profs. Wilcken,
Gardner and Mahaffy have expressed general
approval of the new theory which is the
fruit of the discussion. The work is
crowned by complete Indices of words,
names, symbols and abbreviations.

Some account of the contents and signifi-
cance of this great roll will prove, I hope,
more acceptable to readers of the Classical
Review than scattered criticisms of minu-
tiae of interpretation. The Revenue Papy-
rus, once kept among the papers of a
government office, sets forth the rules which
governed the rights and duties of tax-farmers.
The first 72 columns are divided into three
sections marked off from each other by
spaces of blank papyrus. The first chapter
(A), cc. 1—-22, is very imperfect, the first
15 columns being ruined, but the fragments
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that can be made out warrant the conjecture
that this portion was devoted to general
regulations defining the relations of govern-
ment officials in each district, particularly
of the Oeconomus and his Antigrapheus, to
the men or companies of men who under-
took the farming of the State Revenues.
The second chapter (B), cc. 23—37, contains
the orders and regulations for the transmut-
ation of the share (airo/ioipa) of one-sixth of
the produce of the vineyards and orchards
(irapdSeuroi) of Egypt, hitherto paid to the
gods of Egypt, into a government tax,
payable nominally to the deified queen,
Arsinoe Philadelphus. The third chapter
(C), cc. 38—72, is concerned with the State
Monopoly in the manufacture and sale of
oil. I t is plain that other taxes, e.g. on
various cloth stuffs, were treated in cc. 73—
107 and in fragments 1—6, but the only
important fact that can be extracted from
these miserable remnants is that the Royal
Banks were farmed.

The best way of realising the complexity
of the Egyptian system of taxation and
finance is to look first at the simpler
methods of a Greek Republic, ap^djxtvov
Kara <f>vcnv airb TU>V irpinw. At Athens the
TtXiovrjs, as his name implies, actually bought
the tax, for a definite sum of money, gener-
ally payable in instalments (/caTa/JoXat) at
specified dates. On the conclusion of the
bargain the proceeds of the tax became for
a time his private property, for which he
rendered no account to the treasury. He
appointed and paid the collectors, who were
responsible to their employer, not to the
state. Provided that the instalments were
paid punctually, he had little to fear from
the interference of the executive. The long
list of Athenian magistrates shows no board
to control the extortions of. tax-farmers.
Any organised supervision might have
defeated the purpose of the system, which
was to relieve the state of an invidious and
burdensome task. Tax-payers and tax-
collectors were left to fight out their differ-
ences by actions at law brought before a
court of judges (Succumfptop) according to
the familiar principles of Athenian jurisdic-
tion. The only special regulations discover-
able are that in suits brought by and against
tax-farmers judgment had to be given
within a month from the lodgment of the
plaint, and that the Receivers General
(airo8eKT<u), the board before whom such
cases were taken, were empowered to settle
on their own authority trivial disputes
involving less than 10 drachmae.

The tax-farmer in Egypt under the early
NO. xcnr. VOL. xi.

Ptolemies is in a very different position,
Let us take first the management of the
d.7r6fioipa. What first surprises an enquirer
fresh from Greek city-states is that the
person described as ' the purchaser' (6
Trpia/xEvos TVJV wvijv) does not collect the tax.
The sixth of the produce of orchards was
paid in money and was got in by a govern-
ment official, the oeconomus (c. 29, 10—11).
The sixth of the produce of vineyards was
paid in kind, i.e. in wine. When the grapes
had been gathered and the wine made, the
cultivators (yempyol) conveyed the due pro-
portion to the repository (dwoSoxtov) estab-
lished in their village by the oeconomus and
were given by him a stamped receipt (airo-
atppdyurfw). The wine thus collected was
sold by the oeconomus in the presence of
the tax-farmer, the antigrapheus (a servant
of the crown) and the deputy of the anti-
grapheus. Lastly, the oeconomus exacted
payment of the price from purchasers, and
put the sum down to the account of the
tax-farmers at the Royal Bank. Here
(c. 33, 6/7) there is an unlucky lacuna:

Trpd<r<T<i>v TOS [ n / i a s ] era) ets rbv rrji
dvjjs Aoyov inrep ra>[v irpia/ierwv] TTJV uivrjv : but
whether Wilcken's suggestion irpoaderia be
taken or not—and I should prefer Siaypa-
<j>ir<a as in c. 77, 4—the significance of the
clause is unmistakable : it proves that the
purchase money was not collected by the
tax-farmers, and, when collected, was not
immediately handed over to them, but was
placed to the credit of the ' account of the
farm ' at the Royal Bank.

Now, what was the form of this account 1
How was it kept 1 The practice of Athens
might prompt the answer that on one side
were placed the sums actually paid in by
the tax-farmers as instalments of the price
they had engaged to give for the tax, while
on the other side was set the money received
by the government agents, who really man-
aged the collection of the tax. But there
are serious objections to the hypothesis that
the farmers of the airo/xoipa made periodical
payments to the bank separate and distinct
from the amounts placed to ' the credit of
the farm' by the Crown officials who re-
ceived the tax. The balancing of accounts
in the case of this particular impost is de--
scribed in these words : ' When all the pro-
duce has been sold, the oeconomus shall take
with him the chief tax-farmer and his partners
(TOV yyopaKora TTJV wvrpr KOI TOWS fitr6\ov9
avrov) and the antigrapheus and shall balance
accounts with the chief tax-farmer and his
partners. If there is a surplus left over (iav
fiev hrvyevqfw. Triply), he shall pay (einSia-
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ypa\l/a.Thi) to the chief tax farmer (here apxiavy)
and his partners through the Royal Bank the
share of the surplus due to each member of
the company. But if there prove to be a
deficit (iav 8e cySeta ytvrjrat). he shall require
the chief tax-farmer and his partners and the
sureties to pay each his share, payment to be
exacted within the first three months of the
following year' (c. 34,10 sqq.). The problem
is to understand the nature of this ' deficit,'
which might be discovered at this final
balancing of accounts at the close of the
contract. If the idea is 'in case the tax-
farmers have failed to pay in full the stipu-
lated price of the tax,' the writer has ex-
pressed his meaning very badly. And if it
be assumed that the farmers have paid out
of their own pockets purchase-money for the
tax, why is it that only the surplus is divided
among them 1 Would they not have a right
to the whole of the tax? If this proved
less than the price paid, the speculators would
lose; if it proved more, they would win ;
in either case the transaction would be
ended. The truth seems to be that the
example of the Greek city-state is mis-
leading. In Egypt the tax-farmers paid no
instalments which can be distinguished from
the returns of the tax. Under the fiction
of a purchase they gave a guarantee to the
government that the revenue from a tax
should reach a certain sum. If more money
was collected, they received the ' surplus';
if, however, there was a ' deficit,' i.e. if the
revenue fell below their estimate, they had to
make up the difference and save the State
from loss.

No doubt the tax on vineyards and
orchards with which I have started is a
peculiar case, because all the money came in
together in the latter part of the year, after
the vintage and fruit-gathering; and it is
conceivable that some of the taxes and con-
tracts mentioned in the mutilated columns
73-107 were managed on other principles.
At the same time the regulations in the
first chapter (A) of the papyrus seem to
apply to all tax-farmers indiscriminately,
and here again, as in the second chapter (B)
which deals with the airo/j-oipa, we find in
the description of the monthly balancings
(c. 16 sqq.) ' deficit' (rySeia.) more than once
contrasted with ' surplus ' (liriyevrj^a). The
16th column fails just at the point where
valuable information must have been given,
but a comparison of cc. 16, 17, 18, 19 tells
against the view that in the course of each
month the tax-farmer paid out of his private
funds a fixed sum, which at the end of the
month was set off against the taxes actually

received. What happened appears to have
been this. In the case of some taxes—not
all, as the instance of the airofioipa shows,
if proof be needed of what is obvious—the
farmer guaranteed not only that the state
should receive a particular total, but that
so much should be paid into the bank in
the course of each month. The accounts of
each month were made up before the tenth
of the following month. If the stipulated
amount had not been received, there was
a ' deficit'; and the farmer with his sureties
might be called upon at once. But if more
had been taken by the collectors and paid
into the bank, the ' surplus' thus arising
was not handed over to the farmer, but
carried on to the account of the next month.
The State paid nothing to the farmer before
the end of his contract. I t sometimes hap-
pened, however, that the same company had
entered on several contracts. If in such a
case at a monthly reckoning a surplus in
one farm coincided with a deficit in another,
the surplus was lent to the farm which re-
quired it, the sureties being thus saved from
the necessity of making good at once the
deficit. If at a subsequent reckoning a
deficit occurred in the farm which had thus
lent its surplus to assist the distress of
another farm, the oeconomus in charge of
the monthly accounts first recalled this
surplus. As this caused the deficit in the
other farm to reappear, his next step was
to make a call upon the sureties of that
farm, in order that the proper revenue for
the month might be secured. The general
review of the accounts of the farmers came
at the end of the year. The oeconomus
added up what had been received as tax,
and what had been paid by the farmers and
their sureties to meet deficits or for other
reasons, which are specified. From this he
subtracted what was still owing under
various heads, and set the total thus gained
against the sum which the farmers had put
upon the revenue of the tax. If it was
found that the Government had received
more than this estimate, the tax-farmer was
given an order on the bank (19, 4 hn-
ypa^arm) for the surplus. A deficit however
was reported by the oeconomus to a higher
authority, 6 «ri TI}S Siouojoreare rtrayii.€vo%,
who examined the accounts before instruc-
ting the oeconomus to recover the debt
within a stated period. The object of this
reference may have been to discover whether
the company or farmer liable for the deficit
had successful contracts in other nomes.
But this is only a guess.

The general rules of the first chapter
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(A) indicate further that the collection of
all taxes was under the supervision of the
government. The oeconomus and anti-
grapheus (c. 13) acting in concert with the
chief tax-farmer determined the number of
collectors (Aoyeurai), subordinates {myjpirat),
and keepers of receipts (<™/*/3oAo<£vA.a/c«)
needed in a farm. Unregistered agents
were prohibited under penalties (c. 12). A
collector received 30 dr. a month, a sub-
ordinate 20 dr., a keeper of receipts 15 dr.,
an inspector («f<£o8os) 100 dr.; apparently
the tax-farmer had no voice in the appoint-
ment of an inspector. These salaries were
provided out of the sums collected (Aoyev-
/xoTa c. 12, 13), and seem to have been paid
by the antigrapheus of the oeconomus (c.
12, 11), though lacunae make this point
uncertain. Even in the actual work of
collecting the tax the oeconomus or his
deputies play a part; thus the chief tax-
farmer and his partners are forbidden to
receive payments except in the presence of
the oeconomus or the antigrapheus; and the
tax-farmer's subordinates are threatened
with penalties, if they accept money without
the concurrence of the antigrapheus, or do
not hand over to him any sums which they
may have exacted.

But if the tax-farmer did not relieve the
government of all the trouble of collection,
what purpose did he serve? In one case the
answer is clear. The papyrus is complete
enough to give some idea of the duties of
the farmer of the (I-irô otpa.. In the first
place, the cultivators before beginning to
gather their grapes were bound to give
notice to the tax-farmer and invite him to
inspect the vineyard. Secondly, he had a
right to watch the making of the wine and
see that the measures of capacity used in
the work were such as government officials
had tested, sealed, and approved. If grapes
were gathered and wine made before the
arrival of the tax-farmer or his representa-
tive, the peasants were required to keep the
wine at the vats (iirl TW Xijvatv) and report
before a certain date the amount of wine so
made andthe vineyard from which the grapes
had been taken. When on any estate the wine
was all made and its quantity had been duly
measured, written statements (called o-vyypa-
tftaX) were drawn up by the cultivator and
tax-farmer respectively. The tax-farmer
declared under oath that he had entered the
full amount of the produce including all
wine made prematurely and reported to him
by the cultivator, that he had appropriated
none for himself, that he had suffered none
to escape his attention. The cultivator on

his part declared that he had exhibited all
the produce and reported all wine made
before the proper time and entered honestly
the amount due as tax. These documents
or copies of them—the papyrus here is im-
perfect—were transmitted to the oeconomus.
The oeconomus decided disputes between
cultivators and tax-farmers about the
amount of the produce. If the tax-farmer,
though requested by the cultivator, failed to
make the proper o-vyypatjrq, he lost his
rights; the government represented by the
oeconomus and antigrapheus stepped into
his place, concluded the <rvyypa4>rj, and on
receipt of the wine were forbidden to credit
the value of it to the account of the tax-
farmer. The airofioipa from orchards needed
a different treatment. Since the tax was
not jiaid in dates and fruit but in money, a
valuation of the crop was necessary. If the
tax-farmer accepted the assessment of the
cultivator, <rvyypa<j>al were drawn up as in
the case of vineyards, and the oeconomus
exacted one-sixth of the value declared. If
the tax-farmer objected to the cultivator's
valuation, he was empowered to take over
and sell the crop at his pleasure, on condi-
tion of paying over to the cultivator the
proceeds of each day's sales. When the
cultivator had recovered the sum at which
he had estimated his crop, the surplus
became the property of the tax-farmer, and
the cultivator was required to pay the
oeconomus one-sixth of the real value. If
on the other hand the crop did not fetch the
amount of the cultivator's assessment, the
tax-farmer was in some way liable to the
oeconomus for the difference, but the. details
are lost in a lacuna.

The object of these rules is excellently
explained by Mr. Grenfell (p. 105). 'The
complicated system described, of which the
central fact was the separation of tax-farmer
and tax-collector, rendered it as certain as any
system could render it, that the Treaswy
received what was due, the whole of what was
due, and nothing but what was due. For if
the oeconomus attempted to defraud the govern-
ment either by granting exemptions or by
peculations, the loss would fall on the tax-
farmers, who would then lose their surplus,
and therefore had the strongest motive for
seeing that the oeconomus kept the accounts
correctly . . . On the other hand it was
impossible for the oeconomus to exact more
than the legal amount of the tax, because the
amount was fixed by a contract between the
tax-farmer and cultivator, over which the
oeconomus had no control. And if the tax-
farmer tried to extort more than he was

* 2
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entitled to, in one case, by the no less ingeni-
ous than equitable arrangements described in
c. 29 13—20 [i.e., the regulations for the
assessment of orchards] lie would find the
tables turned on him; and in the other,
c. 28, 5—8 [i.e., in consequence of the rules
for estimating the produce of vineyards]
he would have to submit his demands to the
oeconomus, who having no interest in allowing
the tax-farmers to increase their surplus at the
expense of the tax-payers, and having been
expressly forbidden to take any part in tax-
farming himself (c. 15, 4), would have no
motive for giving an unfair decision. So far
as mechanical safeguards could go, the inter-
ests both of the Exchequer and the tax-payer
were protected at every point.' Mr. Grenfell
also observes that the tax-farmers were
serviceable for another reason, because they
enabled the government to make an accurate
estimate beforehand of its revenue, and
secured it against loss from a sudden fall in
the value of crops. About this security I
have my doubts. I t would be interesting
to get a tax-farmer's opinion on the point.
The business of these speculators was to
forecast the fluctuations of the market and
offer no sum that would expose themselves
to loss. The remains of the papyrus furnish
no definite statement of the date of the
auction of the airopoipa, but it may be
conjectured from c. 26, 13 that the tax was
sold shortly before the vintage. If this
guess be right, the bidders came to the sale
with some knowledge of the general charac-
ter of the year's crop, and they could get
from the Royal Scribes an account of the
acreage of vineyards and orchards liable to
the tax in each nome. Probably with these
data trained experts could calculate with
tolerable accuracy not only the gross produce
of the crops of a nome but also the price of
the fruit and the wine. I t must also be
remembered that the tax-farmer was present
at the sale of the wine and was perhaps able
to influence the oeconomus in selecting the
dates of the auctions and in accepting bids.
Mistakes, no doubt, were sometimes made
in the heat of competition, but I am inclined
to believe that in the long run the govern-
ment, not the tax-farmer, bore the loss from
a fall in prices. Nothing in this document
indicates that the responsibilities of the tax-
farmer were so great and the profits so
meagre, that men could not be found to face
the risks. Yet such was the end of the
system. The Louvre Papyrus (Appendix I.)
shows significant cracks and rents in the
elaborate and artificial structure; and the
edict issued by the Praefect of Egypt,

Tiberius Julius Alexander, on the accession
of Galba—it is cited by Mr. Grenfell on
p. 114—reveals the collapse of the edifice :
tyvav yap irpb iravros tvXoyvyrdrrjv oScrav TJJV
evrcufiv v/xiov tnrip TOV /xrj ctKoiras av6pu>irovs
cts Tc\(avc(as i) aWas /xKrOiixrei'S ov&iaKas irapa
TO KOIVOV Wos T W iirap)(tiu>v wpos /3iav ayecrOai,
G.I.G. iii. 4957, 10 sqq. But in spite of
complaints and promises of relief the
compulsion continued under other names,
for the jrpaKTo/oes apyvpiKwv, whose receipts
are common among the papyri of the
Imperial age, were not officials but men of
substance discharging an onerous kcirovpyia.

Many difficulties beset the account of the
State Monopoly in oil, which occupies the
third chapter (C) of the papyrus, and it is
particularly hard to understand in this case
the position of the farmer or ' purchaser,'
and the nature of his profits. The oils
mentioned are sesame oil, kiki or castor oil,
made from the croton plant (ricimis com-
munis), KVTQKLVOV, made from KV̂ KOS, probably
a species of artichoke—as Prof. Mahaffy
points out, the papyrus confirms ' cnecinum'
in Plin. N.H. 15, 7, 30, a reading printed in
the 16th century by Gelenius but rejected
by some modern editors (e.g. MayhofE) in
favour of ' cnidinum'—colocynth oil, made
from the seeds of gourds, and linseed oil.
The regulations are almost entirely con-
cerned with the production of sesame oil
and kiki, and do not expressly state that
the other three kinds were manufactured
under the same conditions. The absence of
olive oil from the list is remarkable; Prof.
Mahaffy suggests that the tree, which
flourished in the Fayoum in the time of
Strabo, was introduced by the Greek military
colonists (KX.7]pov\oi) planted in this region
during Philadelphia' reign.

In each nome the State had the complete
control of the manufacture and sale of
sesame oil and kiki, and possibly of the
other varieties as well. I t prescribed the
number of acres to be planted with sesame
and croton, it supplied in certain cases seed
to the cultivators, and it bought the whole
crop at a fixed price per artdba ; to sell the
seeds to a private person was a punishable
offence. Oil might only be manufactured in
the ' King's Factories.' Not only were
private persons forbidden to make or sell oil
but it was illegal even to possess oil presses
and mortars. The only exception allowed
was in favour of the priests of the temples,
who were permitted to make, under inspec-
tion, sufficient sesame oil for the annual
consumption of their societies, but were
compelled to buy their kiki from the govern-
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ment agents. The law fixed the site and
equipment of the factories, the status and
wages of the workmen, and the minimum
quantity of oil to be produced daily at each
mill. The oil turned out was sold at monthly
auctions to registered dealers in each village,
who were bound to retail it to the inhabitants
at a fixed price. The procedure at the
auctions is obscure, so that the value of the
monopoly cannot be made out with certainty.
But it seems probable that the dealers were
only allowed a definite percentage as
brokerage and could not by combination
force down the price at the auctions in order
to increase their own gains. There are
indications that the profits of the State were
considerable. The retail price in the nomes
of a metretes of sesame oil containing 12
choes was 48 dr. Now the Crown took from
the contractors in the nomes a certain amount
of oil for use at Alexandria. I t defrayed
the cost of carriage and of the jars (Kepapos;)
but paid for a metretes of sesame oil con-
taining 12 choes only 31 dr. 4J ob. Ap-
parently this sum covered the price of the
raw material, the wages of manufacture and
superintendence, and miscellaneous expenses.
The profit, then, on every metretes of sesame
oil sold in the nomes may have been as much
as 14 dr., a deduction being allowed for
brokerage.

This monopoly was leased to contractors,
each nome being treated as a separate unit,
almost as a little kingdom with a frontier
and custom houses. I t is worth while to
sketch roughly the rights and duties of the
'purchasers' (oi irpiApevoi TTJV wviyv). In
theory they were , tax-collectors as well as
manufacturers. The government professed
to pay the cultivators 8 dr. for an artaba of
sesame containing 30 choenices prepared for
grinding, and 4 dr. for an artaba of croton
containing 30 choenices prepared for grinding;
the ckoenix according to Wilcken being
approximately a litre. But a tax of 2 dr.
was levied on each artaba of sesame, and of
1 dr. on each artaba of croton, and it was
paid not in money but in sesame and croton.
Thus the cultivator received e.g. 8 dr. for an
artaba of sesame but had to return 2 dr. in
sesame. Why the government did not
simply give the cultivator 6 dr. is a mystery,
especially as the classes described as aTeXcts
(c. 43, 11) only get 6 dr. for each artaba of
sesame. The first task of the 'purchaser'
was to assess the crop. The method resem-
bled that employed for vineyards. Accom-
panied by the nomarch and toparch or their
deputies he visited the fields as soon as the-
crop was ready fo^ gathering, and settled

with the peasant the value of the harvest.
The results arrived at by the two parties
were embodied in <Tvyypa<f>ai authenticated
by the seal of the government agent present.
Secondly, the 'purchaser' superintended the
manufacture of the oil. His powers were
restricted. It was the office of the oeconomus
and his antigrapheus to establish the neces-
sary factories, to equip them with plant, and
to furnish a proper supply of raw materials.
Apparently it was the oeconomus or his
deputy who paid the workmen their wages.
The workmen were tied to their factories,
and if any of them crossed over into another
nome, they were subject to arrest not only
by the contractor but also by the oeconomus
and antigrapheus, and there is evidence to
show that in practice the work of fetching
back runaways devolved upon the officials of
the Crown. The principal duties of the con-
tractor were to compel the men to work
regularly, to ensure that a specified minimum
of produce was converted into oil every day,
and to guard against illicit manufacture of
oil, either in the Crown factories or by
private persons, though even in this province
he was checked by a clerk appointed by the
oeconomus and antigrapheus, and possessing
joint authority over the men, the factories,
and the plant. The sale of the oil to the
dealers was in the hands of the oeconomus
and antigrapheus, who received the purchase
money and paid it into the royal bank.

Now, what was the nature of the ' pur-
chaser's ' contract with the Crown J Looking
at the general regulations of the first chapter
(A) of the papyrus and at the administra-
tion of the tax on vineyards and orchards-
the reader is tempted to answer that the
farmer of the oil monopoly was responsible
for the profits from the sale of oil to the
retailers, i.e. that he engaged that a certain
amount of money should be received monthly
by the royal treasury, on condition of re-
ceiving any surplus over the sum guaranteed
and of making good any deficit. The tax
may be left out of account; for if, as seems
likely, the sesame and croton collected as
tax were taken to the factories and made
into oil, its only effect was to reduce the
price of these seeds by one fourth.

But Mr. Grenfell urges (p. 127 sqq.) that
there is little room here for a deficit or
surplus such as that mentioned in A and B,
and concludes that ' the Government /armed
out the oil monopoly, not in the least to secure
a fixed revenue, for the revenue from it was
fixed already, but to ensure the economical
manufacture of the oil, while the tax-farmers
received a definite reward for tfieir labour in
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superintending the manufacture and sale of
the oil instead of an indefinite surplus.' It
appears to me that the revenue could not be
fixed, and that the appearance of a surplus
or a deficit on the whole contract depended
on the competition at the auction. Let us
try to place ourselves at the point of view
of a bidder for the oil monopoly of a .
particular nome. He knew the exact cost
of making a metretes of oil; and he could
guess within narrow limits the price that
would be got for it from the retailers. What
could not be known was how many metretae
he would make and how many he would sell.
The first element of uncertainty was the
crop. The government published a state-
ment of the number of apovpai that would
be sown with sesame and croton, and under-
took 'to compensate the purchaser of the
monopoly, if through the neglect of its
servants the specified acreage was not
planted. But the government did not
guarantee him against bad seasons or bad
husbandry, and the speculator could not
avoid some risk, since the contract ran for
two years. I t is true that the price of the
seeds was fixed, but, notwithstanding this
security, any failure in the supply of raw
material was of serious moment to the con-
tractor. He could not increase his profit by
reducing wages and other miscellaneous
expenses, for they were not under his con-
trol. Neither could he help himself by
more economical processes of manufacture,
for it is stipulated in c. 58 8/9 ( = c. 60, 15-
17) that 'if the flow of the oil (rj pwis) pro-
duces a larger amount, it shall belong to the
Treasury.' This clause implies that the
State required that a fixed amount of oil
should be produced from a fixed quantity of
raw materials; and it is highly probable
that the lacuna at the head of c. 47 gave
the ratios for the various seeds. Thus, if
the contractor managed to extract a larger
percentage of oil, he was not permitted to
reap the advantage. He was therefore
peculiarly dependent on the harvest; the
number of metretae that contributed to his
profits was necessarily in a fixed ratio to the
number of artabae that came to the factories.
The second element of uncertainty was the
consumption of oil in the nome. The con-
tractor's output might not be all taken up
by the retailers. On the unsold oil there
was no profit, but at the same time there
was no loss, as the farmer was compensated
for the oil and raw materials he left behind
on giving up the contract (c. 53) and, though
there is some uncertainty in consequence of
lacunae, every thing points to the conclusion

that he received the approximate cost price
of the oil and seeds left in stock. If, then,
there were fluctuations in the crop and the
sale, a bidder for the oil monopoly would be
in the same position as a bidder for the tax
on vineyards and orchards. He calculated
to the best of his ability-the probable profits
for the next two years; he then deducted
from this sum what appeared to him an
adequate reward for his labour and risks,
and engaged that the government should
receive the rest. If he rashly guaranteed
too much money, there might be a deficit;
if he was prudent, he got for himself a sur-
plus.

For these reasons I hesitate to assent
to Mr. Grenfell's statement that in the oil
monopoly there was little room for a surplus
or deficit such as that mentioned in A and
B. But I recognise that the theory of the
transaction which I have presented has weak
places. The main difficulty lies in the de-
scription of the monthly balancing of
accounts between the farmer of the monopoly
and the clerk appointed by the oeconomus
(c. 54, 20 sqq.). No provision is made for
the contingency of. a deficit on the month's
working or of a surplus to be credited to
the farmer's account. The reckoning aimed
only at discovering the net profits on the oil
sold in the course of the month; the money
received from the purchasers of oil was set
against the price of the seed and the various
expenses incidental to manufacture and sale
(wages, jars, carriage etc.), but nothing is
said about the disposal of the balance and
its relation to the receipts guaranteed by
the contractor. The third chapter of the
papyrus is badly drafted and shows many
erasures and corrections and bracketed
passages but such an omission at just this
place is staggering. The absence of any
description of the final settlement at the
close of the contract is far less surprising,
for this part of the papyrus may be, and
probably is, imperfect. I t cannot be plau-
sibly maintained that the general regula-
tions of the first chapter (A) make further
details in the third chapter (C) entirely
superfluous.

A second difficulty arises from the use of
hriyivqiw. and purOol in this third chapter.
In c. 41 it is ordered that the nomarch, top-
arch, oeconomus and antigrapheus shall com-
pensate the holders of the monopoly, if the
published number of acres has not been
sown with sesame and croton, paying them
the tax on the seeds which they had a right

" to expect from the unplanted land, and also
TO emyivrjua TOV iXaiov KOU KIKIOS. In c. 45
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we read that a7r[o TOS] yevrj/iaTos TOV Ko.Tf.p-
yafo/i.ei'ou (noiXoviJ.ei'ov wasjirst written and
afterwards corrected) iXawv the workmen
(iXcuovpyol) are to receive 2 dr. 3 ob.
(corrected from 3 dr.) on every metretes
containing 12 choes and of this the work-
men (6 iXcuovpybs KCU ol KOJT«S) shall have
1 dr. 4 ob. (corrected from 2 dr.) and the
farmers (ot -rqv <ovrjv ^yopnicdfcs) 5 ob.
(corrected from 1 dr.). Mr. Grenfell re-
ports that there is not room for dir[o TOV
«ri]yev»7/ta.Tos and suggests that yo/jj/wwos is
one of the mistakes of the first scribe.
Further, the items of the monthly account
in c. 55 include TO avvreTayiievov fiepi&o-Oa.i
airo TOV «riycv?^itaTOS T<3 i\<uovpy$ KOI TU TTJV
mvrjv SioiKovvri (1. 10) and lower down in the
same column occurs the following sentence :
oi Se I/MTOOX TOIS Trpay/iOTcvo/iEVOis Tt]V wvrjv

SiZoaObMrav airo TOV /te/xeptcr/xeVou airo (altered
to CK) TOV tiriyevij/iaros (1. 13, 14). I t is
clear that in these passages the word
iinyevrjua cannot mean, as in chapters A
and B, the surplus of the actual receipts of
the monopoly over the sum promised by the
purchasers. The key to the meaning is
given by the first passage cited above, that
from c. 41 ; there TO e7riyeei?/m. TOV eAcuov KOI
KUUOS must signify, as Mr. Grenfell shows,
the profits of the monopoly, i.e., the differ-
ence between the cost price and the selling
price of the oil, and this sense will also suit
all the other places in this chapter where
iiriybrrj/jM is found. But I cannot agree
with Mr. Grenfell, when he argues that a
share in this profit, viz., the 5 obols on each
metretes which are mentioned in the second
passage cited (c. 45) constituted the pio-6bs
or wages of the contractors, and that this
pay was the main, if not the only induce-
ment to undertake the task of superintend-

"ing the manufacture. The auction seems
to me inexplicable, if the purchasers of the
monopoly were substantially hired servants
of the crown, who had before them nothing
but a prospect of receiving on a metretes of
oil a percentage which is only one half of
that assigned to the workmen in the factory.
I prefer to suppose that the regulations in
this chapter are badly drawn, and that the
salaries (juaOol, c. 55) meant are the sums
paid to the servants of the contractors. I t
may fairly be doubted whether any company

that undertook the oil monopoly of a nome
was so numerous that it could depute a
partner to superintend every factory in the
district. I venture to suggest that many
of these superintendents were salaried sub-
ordinates, and that their wages were made
a charge on the profits of the monopoly in
accordance with the principle laid down in
the general regulations of the first chapter
(A), where it is provided (c. 12) in the case
of farmed taxes that collectors and subor-
dinates shall be paid out of the money
collected. The words in c. 55 (T<3 SIOLKOVVTL
TTJV itv-qv a n d TOTS jroay/iaTeuo/iei'ois TTJV <OV^V)
are not fatal to this interpretation and the
phrase used in c. 45 (ol Trjv wvrfv ŷopoucoVes)
may be regarded as a pardonable careless-
ness of expression; the writer says ' tlie
purchasers of the monopoly shall receive
5' obols ' without any intention of excluding
the idea that in general the money went to
the superintendent, who might or might
not be a partner in the company.

In his book on the Political Economy of
Egypt under the Lagidae Lumbroso quotes
from Rossi the opinion t h a t ' en mature de
douanes les modernes n'ont absolwnent rien
invente.' Rossi was thinking, I imagine, of
the scientific extortions of the Bas-Empire,
and did not dream that in the third century
before Christ the Greeks in Egypt were
administering a financial system as intricate
and highly organised as anything invented
by the bureaucracy of Imperial Rome. But
these all-pervading tax-farmers, this net-
work of officials, these banks and comp-
trollers and elaborate balance-sheets, are
they creations of the Greek intellect setting
itself to work out the consequences of
Absolutism as logically and thoroughly as it
had developed at Athens the opposite ideal
of government by the people? Or do we
catch in this papyrus a glimpse of arcana
imperii familiar to the great Pharaohs and
inherited by each new master of the valley
of the Nile 1 Rien n'est plus a souhait/sr que
la decouverte de documents nouveaux et moins
mutUis. The wish with which in 1870
Lumbroso ended his discussion of the
difficult Louvre Papyrus may be repeated in
1896 with hope more assured.

W. WYSE.


